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ABSTRACT
The Head Related Transfer Function (HRTF) characterizes the scattering properties of a person’s anatomy (especially the pinnae, head
and torso), and exhibits considerable person-to-person variability.
It is usually measured as a part of a tedious experiment, and this
leads to the function being sampled at a few angular locations.
When the HRTF is needed at intermediate angles its value must
be interpolated. Further, its range dependence is also neglected,
which is invalid for nearby sources. Since the HRTF arises from a
scattering process, it can be characterized as a solution of a scattering problem. In this paper, we show that by taking this viewpoint
and performing some analysis we can express the HRTF in terms
of a series of multipole solutions of the Helmholtz equation. This
approach leads to a natural solution to the problem of HRTF interpolation. Furthermore, we show that the range-dependence of the
HRTF in the near-field can also be obtained by extrapolation from
measurements at one range.
1. INTRODUCTION
Humans have the remarkable ability to locate a sound source with
better than 5 accuracy in both azimuth and elevation, in challenging environments. Multiple cues are involved including those that
are produced by sound scattering off the listener themselves [1].
The cues that arise due to scattering off the anatomy of the listener
exhibit considerable person-to-person variability. They can be encapsulated in a transfer function that is termed the Head Related
Transfer Function (HRTF). To recreate the sound pressure at the
eardrums to make a synthetic audio scene indistinguishable from
the real one, the virtual audio scene must include the HRTF-based
cues to achieve accurate simulation [2].
The HRTF depends on the direction of arrival of the sound,
and, for nearby sources, on the source distance, which is usually
neglected. If the sound source is located at polar angles (w, )),
then the (left and right) HRTFs Hl and Hr are defined as the ratio
of the complex sound pressure at the corresponding eardrum  l,r
to the free-field sound pressure at the center of the head as if the
listener is absent  f [8]
Hl,r (/, r, w, )) =

 l ,r (/, r, w, ))
.
f (/)

(1)

HRTF interpolation: To synthesize the audio scene given
the source location (r, ), w) one needs to filter the signal with
H(r, ), w) and render the result binaurally through headphones.
Additionally, the HRTF must be interpolated between discrete measurement positions to avoid audible jumps in sound. Many techniques have been proposed to perform the interpolation of the HRTF,
and the correct interpolation is regarded as an open question.
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HRTF range dependence: The dependence of the HRTF on
the range r is also usually neglected. However, this is known to
be incorrect for relatively nearby sources and at lower frequencies. On the other hand, as they are HRTF measurements are relatively tedious and time-consuming procedures, and except for psychophysicists interested in the range dependence effect [8, 5, 6],
this effect is neglected and relatively distant sources simulated.
For these the range effects can often be synthesized using other
cues such as reverberation and intensity [2].
Indeed it might be safe to say that complete range measurements for the HRTF (i.e., for a complete set of values (ri , wi , )i )
have never been made. However, many applications such as games,
auditory user interfaces, entertainment, and virtual reality demand
the ability to accurately simulate sounds at relatively close ranges,
and some researchers have recently begun measurements of these.
Present contribution: In this paper we present an analysis of
the HRTF as a function that is related to the scattering of sound off
the human. This analysis enables us to suggest correct answers to
both these open problems: we present both the correct interpolation procedure, and a way to obtain the range dependence of the
HRTF from existing measurements conducted at a single range!
2. SCATTERING ANALYSIS
When a body with surface S scatters sound from a source located at (r1 , w1 , )1 ) the complex pressure amplitude  at any point
(r, w, )) is known to satisfy the Helmholtz equation
Q2 (x, k) + k2 (x, k) = 0,

k = /c31 .

(2)

Outside a surface S that contains all acoustic sources in the scene,
the potential (x, k) is regular and satisfies Sommerfeld radiation
condition at infinity:
¶
µ
Y
3 ik = 0, r = |x| .
(3)
lim r
r<"
Yr
Outside S, we can expand the regular potential (x, k) that satisfies equation (2) and condition (3) in terms of singular elementary
solutions called multipoles [4]. A multipole xlm (x, k) is characterized by two indices m and l which are called order and degree,
respectively. In spherical coordinates, x = (r, w, ))
xlm (r, w, ), k) = hl (kr)Ylm (w, )),

(4)

where hl (kr) are the spherical Hankel functions of the first kind,
and Ylm (w, )) are the spherical harmonics,
s
2n + 1 (l 3 |m|)! |m|
m
Ylm (w, )) = (31)
P (cos w)eim) (5)
4Z (l + |m|)! l
|m|

where Pl
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(b) are the associated Legendre polynomials.
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tions for the M unknowns klm :

3. FITTING HRTFS
We need a representation of the potential in the region between the
head and the many speaker locations. Unfortunately this region
contains sources (the speaker), and the scatterer, and thus does
not satisfy the conditions for the fitting by multipoles discussed
above (source free, and extending to infinity). We remove this
difficulty using the reciprocity principle [4]. This states that if
the acoustic source at point A in arbitrary complex audio scene
creates potential  at a point B, then the same acoustic source
placed at point B will create the same potential  at point A. The
acoustic field might be different elsewhere in the scene, but the
signal picked up at the receiver is the same if source and receiver
locations are interchanged.

SPEAKER
MICROPHONE

Fig. 1. Typical HRTF measurement set-up. To get the HRTF at a
location, a speaker there makes a sound and the sound received by
a microphone in the ear is processed. The measurement is repeated
with the speaker moved to other locations.
The usual method of HRTF measurement is to place a transmitter (a loudspeaker) at different points in space and a microphone in the ear, emit the signal at the loudspeaker and record it
at the microphone. However, by reciprocity an identical recording
would be obtained if the transmitter were placed in the ear and the
receiver were at the original position of the loudspeaker. Thus we
may take the multipath sound from the speaker received at the ear
microphone to be the multipath sound at the speaker location, if
the idealized point speaker were in the ear. This means we can
represent each  as

=

"
X
l=0

Ã

l
X

!
klm hl (kr) Ylm (w, )) .

(6)

m=3l

In practice we truncate the outer summation at some value of l
called the truncation number p (summation from l = 0 to p 3 1
only) and ignore terms from p to ". After such a truncation, there
are a total of M = p2 terms left in the multipole expansion. The
values of the potential h (x, k) are known at N measurement
points at the reference sphere, {x1 , ..., xN }. Now we can fit the
klm using a regularized fitting approach by writing N linear equa-

p31

 h (x1 , k)

=

l
X X

klm xlm (x1 , k),

(7)

l=0 m=3l

...
l
X X
p31

 h (xN , k)

=

klm xlm (xN , k),

l=0 m=3l

or, in short form, xA = [, where the x is N × M matrix of
the values of multipoles at measurement points, A is the unknown
vector of coefficients of length M , and [ is a vector of potential
values of length N. This system is usually overdetermined (N >
M ), and solved in the least squares sense.
Once the equations (7) are solved and the set of coefficients k
determined, the acoustic field can be evaluated at any desired point
outside the sphere. This means that we can evaluate it at points
to be interpolated, and at points with a different range.
Obviously, a certain spatial resolution is necessary to capture
the potential field and the spatial resolution is related to the wavelength by the Nyquist criteria [3]. It can be shown that the number of the measurement points necessary to obtain accurate holographic recording for up to the limit of human hearing is about
2000, which is almost twice as big as the number of HRTF measurement points in any currently existing HRTF measurement system. The sphere radius used in these measurements does not matter, because by our reciprocity analysis the only requirement is
that all sources are contained within a sphere S of a small radius,
and outside this sphere only the angular resolution matters due to
fitting with multipoles.
4. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Choice of Truncation Number: The primary parameter that affects the quality of the fitting is the truncation number p. A higher
truncation number results in better quality of fitting for a fixed
r, but p being too large leads to overfitting. The general rule of
thumb is that the truncation number should be roughly equal to
the wavenumber for good interpolation quality [9]. Such rules are
also used in the fast multipole method literature. Indeed, if the
wavenumber is small, the potential field cannot vary fast and highdegree multipoles are unnecessary for a good fit. However, highdegree multipoles can have devastating effect when the potential
field approximated at rh is evaluated at r < rh because of exponential growth of the spherical Bessel functions of the first kind
jl (kr) as the argument kr approaches zero. Thus, we set
p = integer(kr) + 1.

(8)

When doing resynthesis, this can lead to artifacts when two adjoint
frequency bins are processed with different truncation numbers,
and a solution must be developed for this.
Tikhonov Regularization: Use of regularization helps avoid
blow-up of the approximated function in areas where no data is
available (usually at low elevations) and thus the function is not
constrained. With Tikhonov regularization the equation becomes
(xT x + 0D)A = xT [.

(9)

Here 0 is the regularization coefficient, D is the diagonal damping
or regularization matrix. In our computations we set
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D = (1 + l(l + 1))I

(10)
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where l is the degree of the corresponding multipole coefficient
and I is the identity matrix. In this way, high-degree harmonics
are penalized more than low-degree ones which was seen to improve interpolation quality, and avoid excessive “jagging” of the
approximation. Even small values of 0 prevent blowup in the unconstrained area, so we set 0 = 1036 for our experiments.
5. RESULTS
We compared the proposed technique for both range and angular interpolation. First, some analytical solutions were considered,
and next some experimental HRTF measurements.
Analytical Solutions: We tested the proposed method of range
HRTF interpolation on synthetic data first. We used the wellknown analytical sphere HRTF model presented in [8] and a grid
consisting of 1636 points on the sphere. (Care must be taking in
choosing points, since for the sphere the HRTF does not depend on
the elevation. Thus, to choose a meaningful grid enough different
azimuths must be sampled). We compute  at each grid point at
a distance of 1 m and use it in the interpolation of the multipole
decomposition of the potential field. We then evaluate the resulting decomposition at 0.5, 0.25 and 0.125 m. We set the truncation
number at every bin using (8) with r taken to be the radius of the
sphere which encloses the source, and outside which the decomposition is to be used, here 0.125m; the highest p is about 28, at
12 kHz. In Figure 2, the magnitudes of the analytical HRTF for
the sphere at different ranges at the equator are shown on the left,
compared to the reconstruction on the right.

Fig. 3. Top: HRTF reconstruction error at 1.0 m versus frequency
for two-sphere case for different truncation numbers. Bottom:
HRTF extrapolation error from 1.0 m to 0.6 m for the same case.

Fig. 4. Sample behavior of reconstructed HRTF in the equatorial
plane for different truncation numbers for the two-sphere case.

Fig. 2. Left: Analytical solution of a sphere HRTF at 1.0, 0.5, 0.25
and 0.125m. Right: Results of HRTF extrapolation at the same
ranges. Horizontal axis is frequency; vertical axis is azimuth.
The plots reveal that the reconstruction of the HRTF at 1 meter and extrapolation of it to 0.5m and 0.25m are perfect. There
are a few artifacts at the closest range due to the discrete changes
in the truncation number along the frequency axis. These may be
alleviated by blending the reconstructions in adjacent bins or with
adjacent truncation numbers. It can be concluded from these experiments on synthetic data that the method works in this simple
case.
To better understand the dependence of the error on the truncation number and the grid density, we studied the average HRTF
magnitude error per grid point for different grids. (Plot omitted
due to space). For both grids, the error grows with wavenumber,
and a denser grid gives better approximation for all wavenumbers.

As the wavenumber reaches that in (8), the error starts to increase.
Reconstruction of the HRTF with a truncation number set too high
increases the error, with higher p resulting in larger errors.
We also analyzed the error behavior in a more complex synthetic case involving 2 close-by spheres. We compute the “ground
truth” solution for four different ranges using the software of [9],
decompose the HRTF at 1.0 m to obtain the klm , compute the
result of range interpolation at closer ranges and compare. The
results exhibit similar behavior to the one-sphere case described
above. Agreement of HRTF contour plots (similar to Figure 2;
plots are not shown) is good, and plots of the average extrapolation error per grid point versus ka for two-sphere case are shown
in Figure 3 (top plot is HRTF reconstruction error at 1.0 meter, bottom plot is the HRTF extrapolation error from 1.0 to 0.6 meters).
As before, the approximation and extrapolation quality depends
on the truncation number and starts to degrade when p is approximately equal to kr, and higher truncation numbers cause exponential growth of the error at low kr, similar to the one-sphere case.
A sample plot showing the angular interpolation of the HRTF
within the same range is shown in Figure 4. For this plot, the
HRTF magnitude is plotted on the equatorial circle for two-sphere
case described above at 7.4 kHz. The solid line is the original
analytically computed data, and the broken lines are the approximation with truncation numbers of 12, 16 and 20, respectively.
It can be seen that if truncation number is insufficient the jagging
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artefacts appear and angular interpolation quality is poor, but as it
becomes smooth as it approaches the estimate in equation (8).
Real Data: We used KEMAR mannikin measurements because these are the only available HRTF range measurements. We
wanted to reconstruct HRTFs from measured KEMAR HRTF data
[7] and to compare it with the measured range HRTFs from [5]
where measurements of the KEMAR HRTF at distances of 1, 0.5,
0.25 and 0.125 meters are presented. In [5] the acquisition of the
HRTF is not performed at the whole sphere but is rather done
only on the equator. The data from [7] that have lower resolution (710 points over the sphere) and are taken farther away (at 1.4
meters). We convert the head-related impulse responses (HRIR)
h(r, t) stored in the database to HRTFs H(r, /), which we took to
be equal to the potential (r, /) that satisfies equation (2). The decomposition is performed with fixed p = 25 and (p + 1)2 = 676
coefficients. The expansion is evaluated at 1.0, 0.5, 0.25 and 0.125
meters, dropping coefficients with l > kr to prevent divergence.
The original HRTF and reconstruction results at different ranges
are shown on the left side of Figure 5, and the results of KEMAR
HRTF measurements at different distances. The experimental results are scanned in from [5], since we could not obtain the original
data despite several attempts. These are shown on the right side of
the corresponding figure. The colormaps and scales in the two
panels were attempted to be matched, but are slightly different due
to scanning difficulties.

overall the magnitude growth is bigger at lower frequencies than
at higher ones, so the source signal gets effectively low-pass filtered as it approaches the head. This is true both for the spherical
model and the KEMAR measurements.
However, the agreement between the reconstructed and measured data is not as exact for the synthetic case of the sphere. That
can be attributed to several reasons. One is the different sources
of measurements (where it is known different speaker types were
used); the other is inadequate spatial resolution of the original data
which does not satisfy the Nyquist criteria for higher frequencies.
Also, the reconstruction at 0.125 m is heavily inﬂuenced by use of
different truncation numbers at different frequencies.
It is likely that the perceptual features of the HRTF at close
range are correctly captured using the proposed reconstruction because the features generally follow what is expected from physical
arguments (growth of the magnitude of HRTF in the direct path
region, enlargement of the shadow region and low-pass filtering of
HRTF as source approaches the head). These are also the cues that
are responsible for evolution of the cones of confusion into tori of
confusion at close range (see [6]).
6. CONCLUSIONS
Our technique is a powerful method for computation of range HRTF
from a given set of HRTF measurements at a fixed distance. We
obtain good preliminary results using both synthetic data and real
mannikin head measurements; the agreement between measured
and predicted HRTFs is excellent for the synthetic data and good
for the real data set, except for the closest range of 0.125 meters.
In the near future, we plan to perform experiments to measure
the mannikin HRTF over the whole sphere at several ranges using dense measurement grid and to further evaluate performance
of the spherical holography using those measurements, and test
the perceptual fidelity of the range HRTFs generated.
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